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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consíder sorne stochastic bottleneck linear prograrnming problems. In the 
case when the coefficients of the objective functions are simple randomized, the minimum-
fisk approach will be used fOf solving these problems. We prove that, under sorne positivity 
conditions, these stochastic problems are reduced to certain deterministic bottleneck linear 
problems. Applications of these problems to the bottleneck spanning tree problems and 
bottleneck investment allocation problerns are given. A simple numerica! example is 
presented, 
RESUMEN 
En este artículo se consideran algunos problemas de programación lineal estocástica "cuello 
de botella". Se utiliza la aproximación de mínimo-riesgo para el caso en que los coeficientes 
de las funciones objetivo de los problemas siguen aleatorización simple. Se demuestra que, 
bajo determinadas condiciones de positividad, estos problemas estocásticos se reducen a 
ciertos problemas lineales detenninísticos "cuello de botella". Se dan dos aplicaciones de 
estos problemas y se presenta un ejemplo numérico, 
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1 Introd uction 
In Frieze (1975) two algorithms (Primal and Threshold algorithm) are de-
scribed for solving the bottleneck linear prograrnming problem: 
Problem BLP 
min{z ~ max{cj I j E L(x))) 
subject to : Ax = b; x ~ a. 
where A,x,b and C=(Cl,""C,,) are respectively an mXn matri."X , an n-
vector, a vector m-dimensional, andan n-vector and L(x) = {j E 1 = {1, "', n} ! Xj > a}. 
Let 
S~{xIAx~b;x>O} 
the feasible set of problem BLP. 
The problem BLP consists of finding a feasible solution which minimizes 
a bottleneck type objective.According to Bansal and Puri (1980,Theorem 1) 
the function z is a concave function , and the global minimum of Z occurs at 
an extreme point of S (Corollary p.192).Moreover,any local optimal solution 
of Problem BLP is a global optimal solution of Problem BLP (Bansal and 
Puri (1980, Theorem 2),Seshan and Achary (1982, Theorem 2). 
Garfinkel and Ra.o(1976) established a relationship bet'ween the problem 
BLP and a problem salvable by a "greedy algorithm" and developed two 
algorithms for solving the problem BLF. 
The bottleneck problem was aIso studied by many authors. Bansal and 
Puri (1980) have given a procedure for ranking of solutions of the Problem 
BLP and also for finding its alternate kUl best (k;<: 1) solutions. 
Burkard and Rendl (1991) have st.udied the lexicographic bottleneck prob-
lem. 
Mínoux (1989) has given many applications of and studied the problem 
in which the objective functíon is the sum of a linear part and a bottleneck 
parto 
Mathur et aL (1995) studied the bicriteria bottleneck linear programming 
problem 
min (F(x) , T(x)) 
"ES 
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where F and Tare concave bottleneck functions and S is the non-ernpty 
feasible region defined by linear constraints. 
Emelichevet aL (1995) studied a class of discrete vector problems with 
one linear criterion and severa! "bottleneck" criteria, and proved that any 
efl:icient solution can be obtained by solving a single-criterion problem with 
an aggregated criterion which is a linear functíon. 
Sorne real-world problems can be modeled as bottleneck problernsJ as 
for instance sorne problems in plant layout (Francis and White (1974»,the 
political diskicting problem (Garnnkel and Nernhauser (1970», and the m-
center plant location problem (Garfinkel, Neebe and Rao (1974)). 
The problem BLP i8 a generalization of two well-known bottleneck prob-
lems:The bottleneck assignment (Yechiali (1968),Garfinkel (1971),Gross (1959),Geetha 
and Vartak (1994) ) and the bottleneck transportation (Yechiali (1971),Stancu-
Minasian and Tigan (1985) ).In what follows we refer to these two problems. 




min {z ~ max {ti; I (i,j) E L'(X)}} 
n 
LXij =ai,i = l, ... ,m 
j=l 
m 
LXij = bj,j = 1, ... ,n 
i=l 
Xij ~ O,i = 1, ... ,m;j = 1, ... ,n 
a¡ is the available amount at the ith supply point, 
bj is the requirement at lhe jlh demand point, 
tij is the transportation time (independent of the amount of commodity 
shipped) from ith supply point to the jth demand point, 
X=(x..¡j) is an element of the set of all feasible solutions of the classical 
transportation problem which we denote by S* , 
L'(X)~{(ij) E {l, ... ,m} x {l, ... ,n} I Xij > a} is the positive gcaph 01 X. 
The pro1:i1em BTP is to find a transportation plan which makes the most 
time-coIlsu~ing trip as short as possible. 
If we consider the problem BTP in a produdion context,instead of the 
time tij we have the rate of production R.¡j (on a production line) of a man 
.. 
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belonging to group (origin) i when he is assigned to job (destination) j. Rere 
a.¡ , s are interpreted a.c; the number of men available in the ith group and bj 
mf'n required for the jth jobo 
We have the problem 
Problem PP 
max{R~ min{R;; I (ij) E L'(X)}} 
Considering that Rt· is a continuous nonnegative random variable with 
distribution function Fi;(.),Yechiali (1971) reduces the solving of the Problem 
pp to maximization of the expected rate of production of the fine 
roax {E(R) ~ E( min R;;)} 
x (i,j)EL'(X) 
(1.1) 
He 8hows that. for the family of Weibull dist.ribut.ions (and in particular 
Exponential distributions) with scale parameters Aij and shape parameter 
¡3 Problem (1.1) is reduced to solving a deterministic fixed char~e trans-
p~rtation problem with nonlinear costs and with "set-up" cost matr1X ((Aij)) 
min {(i,il'f,(Xl Aij} (1.2) 
In the particular case when m=n and 8i = bj = 1 for a11 i and j th~n 
the problems (1.1) and (1.2) are transformed,respectively,into the s.tochastlC 
bottleneck assignment problem and the assignment problem as consldered by 
Yechiali (1968). . 
Unlike the method from Yechiali (1968 and 1971),TIgan and Stancu-
Minasian (1985) use the minimum-risk approach for solving the Problern 
BTP in the case in which tij are randorn variables.. . 
This approach consists of finding the optimal solutlon of the followmg 
problem 
vez) ~ m.x P {w I max {tij I (i,j) E L'(X)} :;: z} 
Tigan and Stancu-Minasian (1985) show that this problem is e~uivalent 
,under certain hypotheses,to a deterministic bottleneck transportatlon prob-
lem. . . I 
In this paper we use the minimum-risk approach to obt~m the solutlon ~ 
the stochastic bottleneck linear programming problem.lt 18 shown that thIS 
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problem can be reduced,under certain hypotheses,to a deterministic bottle-
neck linear problern.In the particular case of bottleneck transportation prob-
lem we rediscover the results presented byTigan and Stancu-Minasian (1985). 
The paper is organized in the following way.Section 2 is a main part of 
this paper,we expound our approaeh to solve the stochastic bottleneck linear 
programming problem.In Section 3 we consider a generalization of Problem 
BLP ¡.e. the IDinimax problems and in Section 4 we consider applications to 
the bottleneck spanning tree problems and investment allocation problems.ln 
Section 5 we give a simple numerical example. 
2 The minimum-risk approach 
Now let ej assume random values with simple randornization,i.e. they are of 
the form: 
ej = ej +t(w)d; ,Vj E 1 (2.1) 
where ej and dj are constants and t(w) is a random variable in a proba-
bility space (n,K,p),with the continuous strictly increasing distribution func-
tion T(.). 
The minimum-risk problem corresponding to level z,associated with the 
bottleneck linear programming problem (Problem BLP) consists of finding 
the optimal solution of the following programming problem. 
Find 
v(z) ~ max P {w I max (e; + t(w)cj) "z} 
XES jEL(x) 
(2.2) 
We assume that 
cj ;?: O, Vj E I and there exists at least j E I, such that ej > O (2.3) 
In what follows,we shall show that ,under assumption (2.3),the minUnum-
risk problem (2.2) can be solved by a deterministie bottleneck linear problem 
whieh does not depend on the distribution functíon of the random variable 
t(w). 
)j 
Theorem 1 Jf assumption (2.8) holds and if the distribution functíon T ís 
continuous and strietly increasin.q, then the minimum-risk solution oi problem 
• 
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(2.2) does not depend on T and it can be obtained by sol1Jing the followin.Q 
bottleneek linear problem: 







FrOID (2.1) we get : 
íf dj # O 
íf z - ej ~ 0, and dj = ° 
if z - ej < O, and dJ = O 
F(x,z)~P {w I max (e; + t(w)dJ) " z} ~ P {w I e; + t(w)cj " z, Vj E L(x)} 
JEL(",) 
Hence,according to (2.3),we have : 
F(x, z) ~ P (w I t(w) "9;, Vj E L(x)) ~ P {w I t(w) " ;r¡t¡;) 9; } ~ T(;r¡t(~)9;) 
The problem (2.2) becomes 
max F(x,z)=maxT( min 9j)· 
xES "'ES JEL(",) 
Hence,by virtue of the assumption that T(.) is continuous and strictly 
inereasing, we get: 
Thus,the theorem is proven. 
We assume now that 
ej = ej + tj(w)cj, 'Vj E 1 (2.4) 
where tj(j E 1) are independent random variables with continuous and 
strictly increasing distribution functions Tj(.). 
Also,we assume that 
ej > O,Vj E l. (2.5) 
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In this case,the minimum-risk solution of problem (2.2) depends on TA.). 
Indeed,as in the previous ease,we have: 
F(x, z) P {w I max (e; + t¡(w)ej) ~ z} ~ j€L(x) 
P{w I (e; + t;(w)¿j) ~ z, Vj E L(x)} ~ 
. z-¿ 
P {w I tj(w) ~ gj, VJ E L(x)} ~ IIjELCo)Tj('g¡) ,where gj ~ T 
Henee, 
(2.6) 
This problem is equivalent to the following optirnization problem: 
maxln (IIjcLCo)T¡(g¡») ~ max '\' In (T¡(gj» 
xES XES ¿ (2.7) 
jEL(x) 
Hence,we bave: 
Theorem 2 Ilthe assumption (2.5) holds and the distributionlunctions Tj 01 "tj(w) are eontinuous and stríctly increasing,then the minimum-risk solu-
tion 01 the problem 
max P {w I max (e'. + tj(w)c'!) ~ z} 
xES jEL(x) J J 
can be obtained by solving the problem (2.6) or,equivaIently,the problem 
(2.7). 
We remark that the problem (2.7) is a fixed eharge problem, whicb however 
depends on the distribution functions T j of tAw), 
3 Minimax problems 
In this Section we consider a generalization of the Problem BLP.So we con-
sider the folJpwing problem: 
Problem"trGBLP 
llÚn{z ~ max{e¡(xj) I Xj > Ol} 
OES 
, 
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where each Cj(Xj) is a piecewise constant increasing function and S is the 
feasible set defined by linear constraints. 
Here the coefficient Cj(Xj) depends on Xj while in Problem BLP Cj(Xj) is 
independent of Xj and is equal to Cj as long as Xj > o. 
For the solving of this problem , Achary et al. (1982) presented four 
algorithms: a)threshold algorithm, b) an upper bounding teehnique , e) a 
primal dual approach and d) a branch and bound algorithm. 
In what follows,we eonsider that cj{Xj) = CjXj sueh that the problem 
GBLP becomes 
Problem GBLPl 
rnin{z = max{cjxj I Xj > O}} 
oes 
This problem is referred to in the literature as oue with a rninimax ob-
jective function. 
Mínimax problems of this type arise in variotls contexts and have been 
studied by many authors.Kaplan (1974) eonsidered a maximin problem and 
suggested a simple procedure when the problem possesses an optimum ray 
solution x, i.e. ,CjXj = t, Vj = 1, ... ,n.The general form of Kaplan's problem 
is solved by Ahuja(1985), which developed two algorithms:a parametric algo.-
rithm and a primal-dual algorithm.However these algorithms are presented 
for a minimax linear prograrnming problem,but can be easily adapted to salve 
the maximin linear prograrnming problem. 
Yang and Shen (1988) give an algorithm which requires O(n2 ) operations 
to solve the problem. 
snbject to: 
max {z ~ min {ejxj} I Xj > O} 
Lbjxj~m 
where bj,Cj,xj,m are positive integer and ¿jbj ~ m. 
In what follows,we shall assume that ej are random with simple random-
ization, i.e. 
ej = ej + t(w)d; 
where c"le'} (j=l, ... ,n) are constant scalars and t(w) is a random vari-
able ín a p:obability space (n, K, P) with the continuous strictly increasing 
distribution function T(.). 
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We assume that 
cjXj =1= Ofor allxj andj E {l, ... ,n} (3.1) 
The minimum-risk approach to the minimax problem GBLP1 consists of 
finding the optimal solution of the following prograrnming problem 
v(z)=maxP {w I maxcj(w)x; <: z} 
3'ES J 
(3.2) 
But the problem (3.2) ls a Chebyshev problem in which the functions are 
of partieular form 
Zj(X) = CjXj 
Accordingto Stancu-Minasian (1984)(see,also, Tigan and Stancu-Minasian 
(1983)) the following theorem is immediate. 
Theorem 3 Jf assumption (3.1) holds and the distribution funetion T(z) of 
t(w) is continuous and strictly increasing,then the minimum-risk solution oi 
problem (3.2) does not depend on T(z) and can be obtained by solving the 








We remark that these problems can be solved by use of a parametric 
algorithm similar to Dinkelbach's algorithm for fractional prograrnming. 
Remark 1 In the case of transportation problerns,the form of Problem GBLP 
is 
min {z = max {ei;(xi;) I Xij > ol} 
XES' 
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where Cij(Xij) is the transportation cost froro ith supply point to the jtll 
demand point. 
A particuI~ case is that in which the t.ransportation cost Cij(Xij) is di-
rectly proportIonal tú the amount of commodity shipped,i.e., 
Cij( Xij) = CijXij 
The problem GBLPl becomes 
~if. {z = max{cijxij I Xij > O}} (3.5) 
This problem was studied by Achary and Seshan (1981). 
In the case of simple randomization of the coefficients Cij, a similar result 
to theorem 3 can be stated and proved for the minimax problem (3.5). 
Remark 2 In the particular case of a linear bottleneck assignment problem, 
the problem (3.5) was studied by Pfresehy (1995 and 1996).He proved lhat 
the expected value oI the optimal solution tends towards the lower end of tite 
range of cost coefficients for any distribution function as long as the upper end 
01 the cost range is bounded.He also derives functions in n as explicit upper 
and lower bounds lor the expected optimal value in the case 01 uniforrnly 
distributed (O , 1) cost data. 
Remark 3 Similar results can be obtained for a more general form of Prob-
[em GBLPl i.e. . 
~~{z=max{CjXj Ii E SijXj > O,í = 1, ... ,p}} 
where (Sl,S2, ... ,Sp) is a partition ofthe index set I={l,2, ... ,n}. 
The deterministic case of this problem was studied by Gupta and Punnen 
(1989), who proposed tUJo algorithrns. 
4 Applications 
4.1 Bottleneck spanning tree problems 
In this subsection we apply the results of tle previous sections to study the 
bottleneck spanning tree problero. 
Let G = (N, E) be an undirect graph with n vertices N = {Vl,V2,' .• 'Vn } 
and ID edges E = {el,e2, ... ,em}. 
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For eaeh edge ~ E E there is an assoeiated eost ej. A Spanning tree 
T = T(N, S) of G IS a partíal graph satisfYing the followmg eonditions: 
a) T has the same vertex set as G, 
b) S;:; E, IS[ = n-1,where [S[ denotes the cardinality of set S 
c) T is conneded. ' 
Denote by 9' the set of all spanning trees of the graph G. 
A spanning tree T in G = (N, E) can be represented by a vector of 0-1 
variables X = (Xl, ... ,Xm ) ,where 
{ 
1, if ei E T 
Xi = O) otherwise 
Conversely,if {ei 1 Xi = 1} becomes a spanning tree on G with vertex set N 
) X = (Xl, "', X m ) is also called spanning tree.Let f be the total cost (weight) 
associated with the spanning tree, 
¡(T) = ¿w .. 
'ES 
'rhe minimal spanning tree problern is 
Problem STP 
min { ¡(X) = t c;x; IX, spanning tree } 
The linear prograrnming formulation of the rninimal weight spanning tree 
problem is (Anderseu et al. (1996)) 
subject t.o: 
m 








X e ?: o and integer, Ve E E (4.3) 
where E){e E E le = (i,j) where ij E P}. 
Constraint (4.1) efiSUTes that exactly n-l edgBs are used,and (4.2) enSUTes 
that there are no cycles. 
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The bottleneck spanning tree problem is 
Problem BS1'P 
min max {ejlxj=l} 
or equivalently 
min max {Cj I ej E T ) T : spanning tree} 
11 
The minimal spanning tree problem is well-known and efficient algorithms 
far solving it exist (Chandraseka:ran (1977), Cheritan and Tarjan (1976), 
J<ord aud Fulkerson (1962), Yao (1975), Andersen el al. (1996)). 1'he 
stochastic spanning tree problem is considered by Ishii et al. (1981 and 
1995) , Geetha and Nair (1993) and Mohd (1994). Ishii and Nishida (1983) 
consider a stochastic version oí bottleneck spanning tree problem in the edge 
of which costs are randoro variables. 
min f 
subjeet to : P {roax {Cj I ej E T} :s; f} ~ a , T : spanning tree 
where each Cj is assumed to be distributed according to the normal dis-
tribution N(J.tj, aJ) , with mean ¡.tj and variance aJ 1 and they are mutually 
independent. 
They show that, under reasonable restrictions, the problem can be reduced 
to a minimal bottleneck. spanning tree problem in a deterministic case.Mohd 
(1994) introduced several modifieations to the algoríthm ofIshii et al. (1981), 
including theorems which concern the proxy problem. 
Unlike of them , we consider now the minimum-risk approach for solving 
the stoehastic bottleneck spanning tree probleru. 
We consíder that the costs are linear functions of the sarue random vari-
able t(w) (the simplerandomization case) having a distribution functÍon T(z) 
continuous and strictly increasíng i,e. 
ej = ej + t(w}cj (j = 1, "', m) 
The minirnum-risk problem corresponding to level z,associated with the 
bottleneck spanning tree problem (Problem BSTP) consists of finding the 
optimal solution of the following prograrnming problem. 
v(z) = max P {w I ro!" (cj + t(w)cj ) :::; Z i ej E T , T ; spanning tree } (4.4) 
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The following theorem can be proved by an analogous argument, like the 
one in the proof of Theorem 1. 
We assume that c; f. O for all j = l, ... ,n. (4.5) 
Theorem 4 Jf assumption (4.5) holds and if the distribution function T is 
continuous and strictly increasing,then the minimum-risk solution of problem 
(4.4) does not depend on T and can be obtained by Solving the following 
bottle:neck spanning tree problem 




max c'j J J ej E T, T : spanning tree , if c; < O 
Remark 4 Although the results presented here are restricted to the bottle-
neck spanning tree problem, the methods can be adapted and applied to various 
other problema in graphs.Jn particular, it is possible to derive similar results 
for bottleneck shortest path problems or bottleneck Steiner trees (for a de-
terministic case see,Sarmfzadeh and Wong (1992) and GanIey and Salowe 
(1996)) .In the jirst case :F represents path sets between two nodes and in the 
second case :F represents the set of alI Steiner trees.Given a set oi vertices 
in which each vertex is labeled as demand Or Steíner, a Steiner tree ís a tree 
connectin.g all demand point9 and sorne (or none or all) Steiner poínts. Thus, 
the Steiner tree problem is more general than the spanning tree problem. 
Remark 5 A similar approach can -be applied to the stochastic bottleneck 
graph partition (BGP) problem.The BGP problem is to partition the nodes 
oi a graph into two equally sized sets,so that the maximum edge weight ín the 
cut separating the two sets is mínimum (Hochbaum and Pathria (1996)). 
4.2 Bottleneck investments allocation problems 
Now we sh~Íl present a different approach to investment allocation prob-
leros. These ~;Problems are classical and can be stated as follows:An investor 
wishes to invest in n production activities ( or in n securities) a certain 
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amount of money.If we denote by Xi the percentage of the fund whích ls go-
ing to be invested in activity i (or in security i),then the vector x = (Xl, "', Xn) 




to which one can add other constraint.s based on economi? considerations. 
The income corresponding to the investment strat.egy X 1S 
V(X) = ¿~iX, 
.=1 
where';i constitutes the income obtamed when it is invested the whole in 
activity i. 1: li . 
The optimal selection problem for an invest.ment. portiO o 1S 
subjed. to: 
max V(.~) = ¿e,Xi 
i=l 
XES'= {XI ~Xi=l, Xi)O ,XES} 
where S results from other economic constraints. 
The problem becomes more cornplicated since ~i a:e not constants,but 
random variables. In the classical approach ,consldermg that ';i are n?r-
mal variables,the problem is reduced to a nonlinear fractional prograrnrnmg 
problem ( Stancu-Minasian (1997) ). . 
Now we sh811 present a variant of this problern , different from. t~e clas-
. e "'e suppose that we want to find a solution so as to ma.xlmlze the ==.~ . ~ 
minimum of the income ';i' The following bottleneck programmmg mo 
arises: 
max min lei IXi > O} 
a;ES' 
'l'his problem can be approached by the met~od of the ~revious Sec-
tion,ie. the minimum-risk approach , and we obtam the followmg problem 
max P{w I min{ei I Xi > 0l )u} 
XES' 
In the simple randomization case of the random v~ia.ble ~i .(~i = ~~ + 
t(w)~n in which t(w) has a distribution function T Wh1ch IS. contmuous and 
strictly increasing, a similar result to Theorem 1 can be denved. 
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5 Numerical example 
To illustrate our approaeh,we consider the following problem: 
minmax{cj! Xj > a} 
subject to : Xl - X4 - 6xI) + X6 +X7 = 1 
X2 -X4 -4X5 -X6+X7 = 2 
X3+2x4 - X5 +X6 = o 
Xi ~ O, i = 1, "" 7 
14 
where the eoefficiellts (el, C2, ..• , C7) are random variables whieh depend 
linearly on the same random variable t ,whose distribution function is eon-
tinuous and strictly inereasing,as follows: 
Cl = 21 + 3t ; C2 = 24 + 3t ; ca = 23 + 2t ; 
C4 = 10 + 5t ; e5 = 18 + 3t j C{¡ = 21 + 2t ; 
C7 = 9 + 3t. 
We choose the level z=15 and denote the feasible set by S. 
Aeeorrung to Theorem 1, the solution of our problem can be obtained by 
solving the following detenninistie bottleneck linear problem: 
max min{cj!xj>O} 
",s 
where (Cl,~, ... , C7) = (-2, -3, -4, 1, -1, -3, 2). 
Applying a modified version of the algorithm given by Bansal and Puri 
(1980), we obtain that the optimal solution of this problem and henee of our 
initial problem is 
x ~ (O; O; O; 1/4; 1/2; O; 17/4). 
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